Frontal Sinus Obliteration Utilizing Autogenous Abdominal Fat Graft
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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Frontal sinus fractures have always been unique because of the controversy surrounding their ideal treatment protocol and the fatal complications that could follow if the wrong treatment opted.

AIM: The purpose of this study was to assess clinically and radiographically frontal sinus obliteration technique utilising autogenous abdominal fat graft.

PATIENTS AND METHODS: This study was carried out on 20 patients having anterior table fracture of their frontal sinuses indicated for sinus obliteration. All sinuses were obliterated using autogenous abdominal fat graft. Post-operatively, patients were clinically evaluated for any signs or symptoms of intracranial infections, wound dehiscence, sinus affections, or aesthetic deformity. Computerized tomography (CT) radiographic evaluations were carried out immediately and 12 months postoperatively to evaluate any uneventful healing of the graft.

RESULTS: Clinical follow-up showed no cerebrospinal fluid leak, no postoperative infection or wound dehiscence in 18 cases. There were two cases however that showed infection. Radiographic follow-up revealed uneventful healing of the abdominal fat grafts with no abnormality detected in the sinus cavity throughout the whole postoperative period.

CONCLUSION: Autogenous abdominal fat graft appears to be a successful obliteration material in the frontal sinus cavity and is beneficial in fractures of the anterior table.

Introduction

Frontal sinus fractures represent a challenge and are relatively infrequent. The incidence of frontal sinus fracture ranges from 2% to 15% of all facial fractures [1] [2]. Restoring esthetics and function and preventing complications to the frontal sinus and other critical related structures are the major objectives intended in the treatment of frontal sinus injuries. Reported complications included chronic sinusitis, meningitis, brain abscess and mucocele formation [3] [4] [5] [6].

One of the most commonly accepted management algorithms is that proposed by Rohrich and Hollier in 1992 [7] Injury of the nasofrontal duct and CSF leak were the key determinants in deciding the treatment plan in this algorithm. Rohrich and Hollier suggested that patients with frontal sinus fractures were treated in four different ways based on the type of injury: 1 no surgical intervention, when the fractures were non comminuted, nondisplaced, not accompanied by cerebrospinal fluid leaks, and not involving the nasofrontal duct; 2 open reduction and internal fixation of the anterior table with sinus preservation in patients with fractures not involving the nasofrontal duct; 3 open reduction and internal fixation of the anterior table with sinus obliteration in fractures involving the nasofrontal duct; and 4 cranialization, when the posterior table had to be removed during exploration of intracranial lesions [3].

It is well agreed in all treatment protocols proposed in the literature that violation of the nasofrontal duct requires sinus obliteration.
Obliteration consists of eliminating the frontal sinus cavity while maintaining the anterior and posterior tables [8].

Various materials both autogenous and alloplastic have been advocated in the literature with varying degrees of success for the obliteration of the frontal sinus and the nasofrontal ducts. These include adipose tissue, bone, temporalis fascia, gelfoam pericranium, bio-glass, oxidised cellulose and others [8] [9]. Although each graft material has its merits and perils, autogenous grafts are favoured over allogeic materials because of their generous clinical history and positive long-term treatment results [10].

Bergara and Itoiz [11] endorsed the use of autogenous fat for obliterating the frontal sinus. They showed that viable implanted adipose tissue along with the meticulous removal of the sinus lining mucosa typically prevented regrowth of the mucoperiosteum. After Bergara’s proposition, autogenous fat has been approved as a reliable material for obliterating the frontal sinus and had been widely used.

The purpose of our study was to evaluate the abdominal fat graft and assess its complication rates when used as an obliteration material in the frontal sinus obliteration technique.

**Materials and Methods**

The present study was conducted on 20 adult patients admitted to the Cranio-Maxillofacial Surgery Department, Nasser Institute hospital and faculty of Oral and Dental Medicine, Cairo University. The criteria for patient selection included fractures indicated for duct obstruction and frontal sinus obliteration. These included anterior table frontal sinus fractures associated with injury to the nasofrontal duct with no or little involvement of the posterior table (not requiring cranialization).

General rules of emergency care were applied to all patients presented to the emergency department. Frontal sinus fractures were assessed as part of general head injury evaluation. Neurological and ophthalmological consultations were performed to rule out associated injuries.

Computed tomography (CT) was done for all patients with coronal, axial, sagittal and 3-dimensional reconstructions preoperatively. Based on radiographic findings, the degree of injury to the anterior and posterior tables as well as the nasofrontal duct was determined (Figure 1a, b).

All surgical procedures were performed under general anaesthesia. Exposure of the sinus was done via a bi-coronal incision or through an existing laceration (Figure 2).

The fractured anterior table fragments were removed and debrided of any mucosal linings with rotary drill under copious irrigation and stored in normal saline. The frontal sinus cavity was then addressed where debridement of the sinus membrane was performed using curette then a bur for curettage of the bony cavity of the sinus wall together with the removal of the inner cortex of the sinus wall to remove any invaginations of the sinus membrane from the foramina of Breschet (Figure 3).

The nasofrontal ducts were finally obstructed using either pericranium, temporalis muscle, or fascia together with bone chips.
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Harvesting the abdominal fat graft was performed using a 4 cm transverse, midline or side incision below the umbilicus (Figure 4a). An appropriate amount of fat was harvested and the wound closed by subcutaneous and skin sutures. The harvested fat was then used to obliterate the sinus (Figure 4b).

Finally, the anterior table was reconstructed using a 1.0 or 1.5 mm plating system or a titanium mesh depending on the degree of comminution (Figure 5). The bi-c coronal incision or the forehead laceration was closed in layers, and a pressure dressing was placed for 48 hours. A drain was placed whenever a bi-coronal incision was used.

Immediately post-operatively, patients were given antibiotics (Amoxicillin/Clavulanate Potassium) 1.2 gm, every 12 hours for 5 days, steroids (Dexamethasone) 8 mg, 4 times daily then gradually withdrawn in the following days according to a standard protocol, and methylprednisolone acetate 80 mg intramuscular injection once with the last dose of dexamethasone.

Figure 3: After anterior table removal, the frontal sinus membrane and the nasofrontal duct epithelium were removed with rotary bur

Figure 4: a) Harvesting of the abdominal fat graft using a 4 cm transverse side incision below the umbilicus; b) Frontal sinus right side cavity obliteration with abdominal fat graft

Analgesics (Diclofenac sodium) were also given twice daily for a week. Antihistaminics (Loratadine) twice daily for five days following the surgery, and nasal decongestants (Oxymetazoline) nasal drops 3 times daily were also prescribed.

Patients were discharged 3 days after their surgery, during this time at their stay at the hospital, they were seen every day and clinically evaluated (days 1 to 3). They were then seen after 1 week from the day of discharge (week 1) then 1 week afterwards (week 2) followed by a visit after 6 months and finally after 12 months.

The postoperative clinical evaluation was carried out to evaluate the following: intracranial Infections (brain abscess or meningitis), Wound Infection, osteomyelitis, wound dehiscence, aesthetic deformity and sinus affections (sinusitis, mucocele, pyomucocele). Radiographic evaluation was done using computerised tomography (CT) scanning immediately and at 12 months postoperatively. Cases were considered radiographically successful when sinuses were free of pathology, and the anterior table was correctly reduced.

Figure 5: Reduction of anterior table fragments of the fractured frontal sinus and rigid fixation with plates and screws
Results

This study included 20 adult patients (18 males and 2 females) with the mean age of 29.5 years (19-50). The mechanism of injury was road traffic accident in 18 patients, and two patient's injury was a result of a fall from height.

In the current study, isolated anterior table fracture of the sinus was found in half of the patients (10 patients) while combined anterior and posterior fractures were found in the other half (10 patients). Eighteen frontal sinuses were approached through a coronal incision, and two approached through an existing laceration.

Clinical follow-up showed no signs of infection or wound dehiscence in 18 cases while two cases were infected at 1 and 2 weeks postoperatively with edema and pus oozing through the wound. Those cases showed no signs of infection pre-operatively. In both cases, the sinus was approached through an existing laceration. The treatment consisted of incision and drainage, irrigation and antibiotic treatment with an uneventful course afterwards. No CSF leak or mucoceles were observed during the 1 year follow-up period in any of the twenty cases. Radiographically, all the abdominal fat grafts underwent uneventful healing, and no abnormality was detected in the sinus cavity throughout the whole postoperative period (Figure 6a, b). One year follow-up showed no evidence of complications, bone occupying lesions or infection (Figure 7).

Discussion

Frontal sinus trauma is a heated topic because there are considerable controversy and dispute in the literature regarding what defines the “appropriate” management. Recommended treatment principles are aiming at restoring the preoperative frontal contour and facial aesthetics, isolating the brain and preventing any CSF leak, and preventing early and avoiding delayed postoperative complications from the central nervous system [12].

In the past, physical examination in combination with plain films were the key tools in diagnosing frontal sinus fractures; these tools were inaccurate in predicting the degree of frontal bone or intracranial injury. Earlier, many prominent authors made treatment decisions based on these tools alone and most likely operated on patients more often than was needed. Nowadays, CT scan images present an accurate, 3-dimensional image by which the clinician can assess the need for and extent of operative intervention. It is now widely agreed upon that CT evaluation is mandatory in all patients with clinical findings suspicious for frontal sinus injury [13].

Computed tomography (CT) imaging was used in evaluating the fractures in our study. The choice between the surgical or nonsurgical treatment of frontal sinus fractures is crucial. This choice is dependent on some factors which subsequently influence the risk of complications. These factors include fracture type, the presence of comminution, cerebrospinal fluid leakage, the extent of posterior table involvement, neurological status of the patient, preference of the treating physician and the nasofrontal outflow tract (NFOT) injury. CT is an essential tool in evaluating several of these factors [3] [4].
Regarding the NFOT, diagnostic criteria have been recently described in an attempt to identify specific findings on CT imaging that carry a high suspicion for injury and obstruction of the NFOT. These criteria include fracture of the frontal sinus floor, fracture of the medial aspect of the anterior table (anterior ethmoid cells), and frank bony outflow tract obstruction. These criteria were relied upon in our study to diagnose the NFOT injury [3] [4].

Fracture repair depends on good exposure and complete identification of the fractured components. Reports from the literature show that exposure via a standard coronal incision is favored over using an existing laceration. Exposure via existing lacerations is usually an inadequate approach and should be reserved for only small fractures of the anterior table. The bicoronal approach, on the other hand, seems to have a lower recurrence rate and better aesthetic results. Moreover, complications such as numbness, frontal branch (cranial nerve VII) weakness, dural damage with cerebrospinal fluid leakage, and damage of the orbital contents or intracranial structures, are not so common and have seldom been reported [14] [15].

It is well agreed among most authors that a understanding of the sinus drainage apparatus is the key element to successful management of frontal sinus fractures. The nasofrontal duct is the structure responsible for drainage of the frontal sinus. It is more vulnerable to injury because of its posteromedial position in the sinus causing it to be injured in as many as one-third of patients presenting with frontal sinus trauma. Clinical and experimental evidences suggest that obstruction of the nasofrontal duct is a significant predisposing factor in the development of complications such as mucocele or mucopyocele formation and that this risk is life-long. The seriousness of the NFD compromise in frontal sinus fractures was shown through the work of Zonis et al., [16] who noted that all 4 cases of untreated fractures with NFOT injury developed suppurative sequelae.

Consequences following NFD injury can be fatal. When frontal sinus drainage is impaired, and mucus is retained, a mucocele may develop and act as an expanding tumour causing erosion of the bony walls of the frontal sinus, orbits, and skull base. An anaerobic environment may subsequently develop, causing frontal sinusitis that may lead to osteomyelitis, meningitis, or brain abscesses. These grave sequelae led to the recommendation that fractures resulting in NFD obstruction should generally be treated in the manner as to create a “safe sinus” by complete sinus membrane removal and obliteration of the sinus cavity [17].

In our study, it was decided that every displaced anterior table fracture (isolated or combined with a non-displaced posterior table fracture not requiring cranialization) defined as bony displacement more than or equal to the width of the outer table associated with NFD fracture was an indication for Frontal sinus obliteration. This is by the conclusion of Heller et al., [17].

There is a myriad of methods and biomaterials available for frontal sinus obliteration. These include obliteration by spontaneous regeneration, autogenous grafts such as bone, fat, and muscle, and alloplasts such as hydroxyapatite bone cement, methyl methacrylate, calcium phosphate bone cement, and glass ionomer. Although advocates for each of these techniques or materials exist, autogenous abdominal fat is the most well-studied and has the longest track record of success [2] [18].

The technique of obliteration with freshly removed abdominal fat dates back to Bergara [19] and Tato et al., [20]. Goodale and Montgomery [21] however established the technique of frontal sinus obliteration with fat obliteration as the standard approach for managing the difficult cases. Their results showed no cases of infection or recurrence and a lack of osteogenesis on plain x-ray films 5 years after surgery.

The work of Tato et al., [20] further endorsed the technique of fat obliteration formerly described. They reported a failure rate of only 3% and stated that adipose tissue survives in the sinus and also that an unobiterated sinus cavity completely cleansed of its lining membrane may obliterate spontaneously with fibrous tissue.

Fat obliteration was further validated by the study of Montgomery and Pierce [22] with only one failure among 61 cases. Calcaterra and Strahan [23] again reported successful obliteration with fat with only one case requiring reoperation and no recurrences. Another study by Sessions et al., [24], showed a 3.7% rate of postoperative infection and no postoperative mucocele.

The most comprehensive series and follow-up were that of Hardy and Montgomery [25]. Two hundred eight (208) patients had their frontal sinuses obliterated with abdominal fat. 4% of cases had to be revised, and the overall complication rate was 18%: there were abdominal wound complications in 5.2%, acute postoperative infections with necrosis of the implanted fat in 3%, and recurrent chronic sinusitis in 3% of patients. No mucoceles were reported throughout the length of the study. In the series, 93% of the patients had no significant symptoms, 6% had persistent pain, and 1% had persistent neuralgia. Our results confirm the high success rate of frontal sinus fat obliteration very comparable to other previous studies [19].

In conclusion, our treatment results suggest that the frontal sinus obliteration utilising autogenous abdominal fat is a highly effective method in the management of fractures of the anterior table. Short term complications were uncommon in our study.
However, the effectiveness of fat obliteration for frontal sinus treatment on the long term cannot be predicted from our study, and further studies are recommended with longer follow-up periods. Moreover, the sample in our study is small, and further studies should be considered with a greater sample.
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